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About This Game

Dawn lights up with strange insects in the clearing of an ancient forest. Above you a rabble of starlings flits and starts. You are
their guide and their trainer and they know you as Mother. You have taught them since birth to love and to follow The Golden

Orbs. As you swing them in great arcs around your head, or in tight figure eights, or in alternating spirals, your flock swoops and
flows in pursuit. It is this way that you teach them to feed and help them to live.

Flock for Vive is a single player translation of a multi-user, co-located VR experience which premiered at the Future of
Storytelling Festival in New York in 2016.

Flock is an interactive music video with a score composed by Tim Fain and Julien Mier. Players swing Golden Orbs around on
strings. The Orbs attract birds which eat the bugs that the surround you. As bugs are eaten the music and imagery transitions

through a psychedelic rainbow of light and color.
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Title: Flock VR
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Object Normal, Holojam
Publisher:
Object Normal, Holojam
Release Date: 19 Dec, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel i5-4590 or AMD FX 8350 equivalent or greater

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX970, or AMD Radeon R9 290 equivalent or greater

Storage: 300 MB available space

Sound Card: any

English
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Very slow and it keeps crashing so I was unable to properly try it.. A fun little 3D platformer that's a throwback to the past.. Ok
now this is epic. Probably a great game for kids, but as an adult who likes point-and-click games it was tedius. The controls were
a pain to use, had to use both hands and you can't change them, the camera turns by itself when transitioning areas and you can't
turn that off which is unpleasant for the motion sick prone and uses up a lot of time. Cute I guess but I wish I'd skipped this
one.. A classic 16-Bit RPG?
Thats an offence against all real classic J-RPG's.
This one is just a hull of an RPG. I played this offline so my total playing time was short of 4 hours to finish it.
But that was only because of one of the bugs in this game. You see at one point you must talk to an hermit.
But....you must walk into his room from a specific tile. If you don't and just talk with him...well the cutscene won't
trigger...because of that I searched every dungeon again (not that there are many).
Back to the game.
The story is simple someone is bad and you and your party must kill him.
The graphic even for RPG-Maker is barren. The 2 TWO cities are lifeless.
There are the graphic errors that let you walk into objects or even the sky.
The NPC are talking the same even if you have finished a quest.
Quests...yes, in your very small hometown you can get some sidequests...looks like the devs lost interest in them
after your hometown.
You can see your enemies in the dungeons so you can try to avoid fighting....only that most of them are so big
you can't avoid them. Fighting well your fighters don't hit much but your witch kills everything on screen with one
spell (boss fights needs 3 rounds), So you only need mana potions.
Whats more to say.....heck there are so many good RPGMaker games around don't waste your money for this one
even if its only a few cent.. cute quirky sex game
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This game has a creepy atmosphere, has a decent length and okay graphics, though the gfx has some glitches. Like painting or
posters on walls will appear and disappear when you move past them.
Despite that, I would probably give this a thumb up if it weren't for the terrible mouse control. The mouse sensitivity is low even
when I max it out. And the camera sometimes do whatever it wants. I could walk toward a door in a corridor and suddenly the
camera just turn 180 degrees, or 90 or something random, making it hard to navigating. This ruined the game quite a bit.. It's a
bit difficult to recommend. I think I like it based on the nostalgia factor, as I played it with my brother when I was 12, so
playing it just brings back the memories. But I like the atmosphere, the music, character models and going on a mindless
rampage in the swamp is just fun!

There's definitely better games to play, but if you ever see Silverfall on a sale and have nothing to do with your life, you might
as welll pick it up!. F1 cars look and feel fantastico. The feel way more so than the F1 franchise games. One nitpick: the fingers
move for gear change but not thunms for DRS button etc.. How to play:
\u2022Press X
\u2022Press 4
\u2022Pray to Pastor Whiskey
\u2022Win. I really rate the steam link! Easy to setup and use and only really slightly limited by its 1080p streaming limit (who
games in 1080p nonadays! :P). I was looking forward to the steam link 2 which now seems to have been shelfed, if it ever really
was a thing. Haven't tried the raspberry pi app yet but from specs and reviews seems to be worst than this great little device. So
now looks like anyone wanting to stream will have to look towards more expensive 3rd party alternatives.. Large varied levels
that doesn't rush you like many of the base game levels. If you are a completionist you can easily spend 10+ hours on the new
campaign.. Do not force me to grind.

Please game. I know what is good for me. If I want to walk ahead and die to the monsters, let me. I will learn the hard way and I
will grind the game on my own terms. Under no circumstance should a game stop me for over an hour with the same "My level
is too low to go on." Message.

At least tell me what level I am AIMING for? The battles aren't even tough, it's annoying to sit through the same annoying
diologue before and after EVERY.SINGLE.BATTLE. It was cute the first time. A little annoying the seccond. After an hour of
the same monster troop and the same diologue I don't even care what was going on in the game anymore.

I bought this out of curiousity for research on what to do and not to do in my own RPG maker games. I have learned quite a bit
from this experience. But for anyone else who is looking for a good time, please pass this game by. I want my time back. Keep
the money just give me my time. TTuTT. Would I recommend this game on it's own? Yes. Absolutely. Not only does it have
amazing semi-open world gameplay, but it's graphics still hold up surprisingly well today. Which is amazing when you consider
that this game came out 10 years ago!

However, I cannot with any amount of seriousness recommend the Steam version. For some reason, EA completely neglected to
include the latest update patches and the 64-bit version (which is the ONLY version PCs with AMD FX series CPUs like mine
can run). I did manage to get the game to run without crashing on startup by manually installing the 1.21 patch and the
executables for the 64-bit version myself and launching the game with a fan made .bat file but the point is, why do I HAVE to
do all of that just to get the game to run? Doesn't the fact that I still had to manually patch the game myself kind of defeat the
purpose of the Steam client? What's even worse is that from what I've heard, this problem isn't limited to the Steam version. The
version sold on EA's own Origin service has the exact same problem!

If you want to try this game for yourself, get it on GOG. Not only does the GOG version actually have both the 1.21 patch and
the 64-bit version included from the get-go, but since it's a GOG release, it also has the nice added bonus of being DRM free as
well.

(Edit: In case you're wondering how I have 23.9 hours on record with this game, it's because I used to be able to run it without
crashing on startup back when I ran on Windows 7 and had a quad core AMD Phenom II CPU. I didn't start having the
problems described in this review until I upgraded to Windows 10 and a 4.2GHz overclocked octa core AMD FX 8320 CPU.)
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